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CloudRivo’s Xterity Enterprise Cloud
A secure and reliable cloud service for hosting all of your applications, delivered
by your local provider
CloudRivo’s Enterprise Cloud offering
provides the secure, highly available Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) environment
you need for all of your applications.
Instead of a one-size-fits-all cloud service,
our Enterprise Cloud service was designed
to support the full range of IT and business applications from test, development
and less-demanding environments to
complex, multi-tier and mission-critical
applications.
Choosing cloud services from CloudRivo
also provides other benefits you can’t get
elsewhere:
Cloud Planning and Onboarding Services
With our experience and expertise in
helping clients move to the cloud, we can
provide the help you need to move your
applications from on-premise environments to the cloud.
Customized IT Environments
Our flexible, powerful cloud provisioning
system lets us quickly create exactly the
right environment for each application. While other cloud services only
support virtual servers, the Enterprise
Cloud includes the ability to configure and
deploy both virtual and physical servers,
with unmatched flexibility to assemble
exactly the computing resources you
need. This is ideal in a database environment, for example, with a database
running on physical dedicated servers

and virtual machines as public-facing
Web servers.
Enterprise-Class Availability
Many of your applications require the
highest levels of availability—which
CloudRivo delivers with high availability
failover for both virtual and physical
servers. Our high-availability is provided
at both the virtualization layer (HA cluster)
and the hardware layer, ensuring your
applications are always protected.
With our Enterprise Cloud offering there is
no need for expensive clustering software
or additional servers, hypervisors or application licenses for the failover server.
Real Time Monitoring and Support
Our service includes a comprehensive
management and monitoring systems
that enables you to monitor SLA compliance, IT policy execution and alerting for
any technical issues as well as status of
services including backups. Clients can
access the portal for information regarding
your environments.
Local, Personal Support
Have you ever tried to speak to a real
person at one of the major cloud service
providers?
As a local provider focused on customer
service, we pride ourselves on delivering
the support and services users need.

For more information on
our cloud services contact us:
Email:
sales@CloudRivo.coml
Phone: 905-910-0094
www.CloudRivo.com

Fast, Flexible Service Provisioning
The Enterprise Cloud service is powered
by Xterity Cloud Services, whose cloud
management, orchestration and provisioning system enables fast configuration
and deployment of customized IT environments. With the online service catalog
and the associated design palette, IT
services are created by simply dragging,
dropping and connecting all the components of the desired IT service. These IT
environments are networked groups of
related systems and business applications in the cloud, similar to traditional
on-premises IT configurations.
Complete application environments can
also be defined with the Xterity templating
capability. Once a design is complete
application solutions can be immediately
deployed with the click of a mouse.

World Class Datacenters
The Enterprise Cloud is hosted in Equinix
Tier 3/4 datacenters that are designed,
built and operated to meet the highest
standards worldwide and meet end
customer performance and security
requirements.
Cloud infrastructure has been placed in
datacenters around the world so that
applications can run in nearby regional
networks to ensure that latency and data
residency needs are met.
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